Introduction
Computation of low-frequency field penetration through conducting and magnetic materials is important for accessing interference within devices and facilities. Another use is the prediction of naval vessel vulnerability to detection caused by the field signatures of their internal electrical machinery. A hybrid procedure is used for predicting the penetration of low-frequency fields through a cylindrical structure. The structure is assumed to be rotationally symmetric but otherwise can be inhomogeneous, including layers or rings of differing material. The internal source is an axially oriented multi-turn coil.
Field computation is formulated using a finite element solution within the interior region coupled to a spheroidal field expansion in the unbounded exterior. Comparisons are made to field measurements for a coil inside a steel pipe at frequencies of 1Hz and 50Hz.
Formulation
The hybrid method couples a finite element method (FEM) solution within an interior region to a spheroidal field expansion in an overlapping exterior region, as depicted in Fig. 1a . The mesh encloses the coil source and the cylindrical shield.
z z kinds. Magnetic field components are found using the curl of the electric field,
A 500-turn coil provides quasi-static fields which are computed by superposition of elliptic integral expressions for single-turn fields [2] .
Within the finite element region the electric field can be shown to satisfy,
where relative material properties ( , ) r z ε ρ and ( , ) r z μ ρ may be inhomogeneous and complex (to include losses) [3] . FEM solution for ( , ) E z φ ρ at the inner mesh nodes is obtained for: (1) each expansion mode in (1) applied as a boundary condition on the outer mesh contour in Fig. 1(a) with no coil field, and; (2) coil excited by a specified current with zero E φ on the outer mesh boundary. For case (2) inside the mesh, the computed coil field is subtracted from ( , ) E z φ ρ at nodes enclosing the coil, thus forcing a partial solution (sans the coil field) at nodes which overlap the coil.
Expansion coefficients in (1) and (2) are found using the unimoment method [3] .
Note that the total E φ inside the mesh can be assembled using a { } n c -weighted superposition of the FEM solutions found due to the expansion mode boundary conditions, plus that due to the coil field. This superposition of FEM solutions for E φ is set equal to the exterior expansion in (1) at the nodes of the interior mesh contour which just encloses the spheroid in Fig. 1(a) . This equality forms an overdetermined system which is solved for the set of { } n c using a pseudoinverse. The{ } n c set is used to assemble the mesh fields and expand (1) and (2).
Experimental Validation Magnetic fields were measured for an axially directed 500-turn coil placed at the midpoint of a 3.048m long steel pipe having outer diameter of 0.324m and thickness of 9.78mm, with parameters 1, 176 r r ε μ = = and . As shown in Fig. 2 , a tri-axial magnetic sensor was placed at a radial distance of 0.950m from the pipe centerline. Field measurements were made at 43 equispaced axial positions of the sensor, with displacements from the pipe and coil center ranging from . Excellent agreement is shown for measurements of penetrating fields produced by a 500 turn coil inside a steel pipe at frequencies of 1 Hz and 50 Hz. This method can be applied to axisymmetric structures composed of arbitrary materials. It will be employed to design shielding structures composed of several conducting and magnetic materials, optimized for a specified frequency range under constraints of shield thickness and weight.
